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Halting Boko Haram / Islamic State's West Africa Province
Propaganda in Cyberspace with Cybersecurity Technologies
Abstract
Terrorists use cyberspace and social media technology to create fear and spread violent
ideologies, which pose a significant threat to public security. Researchers have documented
the importance of the application of law and regulation in dealing with the criminal
activities in cyberspace. Using routine activity theory, this article assessed the effectiveness
of technological approaches to mitigating the expansion and organization of terrorism in
cyberspace. Data collection included open-source documents, government threat
assessments, legislation, policy papers, and peer-reviewed academic literature and
semistructured interviews with fifteen security experts in Nigeria. The key findings were
that the new generation of terrorists who are more technological savvy are growing,
cybersecurity technologies are effective, and bilateral/multilateral cooperation is essential
to combat the expansion of terrorism in cyberspace. The data provided may be useful to
stakeholders responsible for national security, counterterrorism, law enforcement on the
choice of cybersecurity technologies to confront terrorist expansion in cyberspace.
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Introduction
The Nigeria government has spent a significant amount of money to
protect its cyberspace, including telecommunication infrastructures from
terrorist attack. In addition, the government has given considerable
attention to cybercrimes such as terrorists’ online financing and
fundraising activities. However, these efforts have in the past failed to
recognize the threats presented by terrorist propaganda in Nigerian
cyberspace. Cyberspace is increasingly becoming the platform to promote
terrorism because it allows easy access to actors to disseminate
information beyond geographic borders. The internet and social media
create alternative realities for actors, and audiences and users are
influenced by the information given to them by strangers.1 Terrorists’ use
of websites, blogs, YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook to influence people is
on the rise globally, and the security community has not developed
systematic measures to mitigate terrorist activities such as the
manipulative use of new channels to influence the public.2 As Boko
Haram, a Nigerian militant Islamist group has embraced technology for
spreading violent religious ideology and hate messages, raising money,
conspiring, planning, and executing their attacks, the Nigerian
government has just begun to incorporate robust active and passive
defense measures against adversaries into the National Security Strategy.3
Terrorist propaganda and networking in the Nigerian cyberspace give rise
to the question of what measures that Nigerian government agencies
should take to mitigate the effects of terrorist propaganda in in the society.
Cyberspace has become a new battleground with governments all over the
world in search of a solution with adequate cyber intelligence to confront
and destabilize terror infrastructures. Information communication
technology (ICT) is a new tool of attack in the hand of terrorist
organizations. Indeed, terrorism is about information. The 21st-century
terrorists are acquiring technological skills that enable them to engage in
extremely destructive acts such as cyberterrorism, the spread of new
doctrines and falsehood, blackmail, and exploitation, undergirded by
extreme religious ideologies that are currently affecting the spectrum of
conflict. Terrorists’ chief motive is to use fear to compel their targets to
72
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comply with their demands or ideologies.4The present danger is that
modern-day terrorists have transformed Information communication
technology (ICT) into tools of attack with weaponized information.
Terrorist websites serve as the virtual training ground that host messages
and propaganda videos that help to boost morale and networking, drive
fundraising efforts, recruitments, and call for terror actions. Kaplan
pointed out that terrorist websites moved from fewer than 100 to 4,800
between 2006 and 2008.5 The organizations attract attention by posting
roadside bombing, and a significant portion of society views the
decapitation of hostages and terror propaganda videos. In fact, some
jihadist websites have video games where users pretend to be holy
warriors killing government soldiers. Therefore, cyberterrorism has
become a new focus because of the technology’s interface functionality,
which makes it simple and efficient to accomplish terrorists’ goals. In
Nigeria, terrorist organizations have shifted the battle to cyberspace, using
social media platforms to coordinate attacks, communicate, and spread
messages of hate and violent religious ideology. Research supports the
notion of governing cyberspace using traditional models of law
enforcement, including the enactment of legislation to deal with
cybercrime, including other related offenses.6 In addition, the literature
suggests that the future of fighting extremism, falsehoods, and bogus
information in cyberspace depends on the deployment of robust
technology.7 There is little information on how the experts make their
choice of cybersecurity technologies that can be used effectively to halt the
expansion of terrorism in cyberspace and the extent to which the
government should use the expertise. Different countries, including
Nigeria, used several kinds of technologies to mitigate the effect of the
terrorists’ harmful messages in cyberspace. Hence, a need exists for a
study to understand the effectiveness of cyber technologies and the
choices security experts and administrators make. This study strives to
advance security research by integrating findings from experts and
security administrators to improve understanding of how they choose
cybersecurity technologies to mitigate terrorist propaganda and
networking in Nigeria cyberspace. This qualitative interview study focused
on experts from five sectors (Law enforcement, Intelligence, Military,
Academic, and private sector) in Nigeria. Using a qualitative interview
with 15 participants, I obtained individual experts’ perceptions about the
73
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effectiveness and integration of cybersecurity technologies with
counterterrorism strategy to stop terrorists’ propaganda campaign and
networking in Nigeria cyberspace. I collected empirical data on the
situational factors, the thought, and the decision-making processes of
experts by performing secondary data analysis and undertaking in-depth
and intensive in-person interviews with known security experts. I
examined the phenomenon through interviews with key public and private
sector individuals. In addition, I reviewed relevant documents such as
legislation, executive orders, research papers, and transcripts of public
speeches by government officials.
Assessing effectiveness and practicality of cybersecurity technologies in
mitigating terrorists’ networking and propaganda in Nigeria’s cyberspace
based on perceptions of experts enabled me to identify areas where
improvements are required. The potential social implication of this study
is that the outcome of the research will help public law enforcement and
intelligence community in Nigeria to build capacity, using relevant
cybersecurity technologies to confront a series of cyber threats, especially
terrorist propaganda. In this article, I highlighted the report of this study,
beginning with the background, routine activity theory discussion on
terrorist propaganda, cyberterrorism, and terrorist use of social media
technology. The study closes with a conversation on the interpretations of
findings, policy recommendations, and conclusion.

Routine Activity Theory
The theoretical framework for this study is Cohen & Felson's (1979)
routine activity theory, which is an environmental, place-based account
that three elements must be available for a crime to occur. There must be
an opportunity, motivation, and vulnerable platform. The role of
criminology theory such as Cohen and Felson’s (1979) RAT in
cybersecurity remains open for discussion. The applicability of traditional
criminological theory to the study of cyber-related crimes is still in
contention in the scholarly community. Several scholars advocate for the
development of new criminology theories because the cyberspace
environment is a new challenge to criminologists and represents new
criminality.8 However, Peter Grabosky posits that the underlying
74
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mechanism of criminality in cyberspace is the same as for real-world
crimes.9 The motivation of computer criminals is not new in the sense that
they are driven by greed, lust, power, revenge, and adventure.10 Moreover,
Foley argued that routine activity is a resource that has been mostly
untapped by students of counterterrorism.11
Routine activities of everyday life present opportunities for crime to occur.
Cohen and Felson found that most criminal acts require convergence in
space and time, which implies that circumstances must be right for
criminal activities to take place.12 For my study, the argument was based
on the structural changes in routine activity patterns that can influence the
rate of terrorist activities in cyberspace by altering the convergence in
range and time of the three minimal elements of direct contact predatory
violations. RAT requires three situations to be right and happen in space
in order for criminal activities to transpire. These are motivated offenders,
proper targets, and the absence of protectors against violations. Most
crime prevention practice is based on an actor’s choice. RAT draws on the
rational exploitation of “opportunity: in the context of the regularity of
human behavior to design prevention strategies. Therefore, it assumes
that criminals are reasonable when there is a capability to operate in the
context of attractive high-value targets with weak protection.
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Figure 1. Application of Routine Activity Theory

Source: Author.
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Methodology
The study collected data holistically. The data collection includes face-toface interviews with security experts, document content analysis of open
source, non-classified materials; government threat assessment;
Legislative Report on Terrorism; policy papers, peer-reviewed academic
works, and journals. The study was qualitative research interviews, which
was designed to find answers to how experts see the effectiveness of
cybersecurity technology to mitigate terrorist propaganda and networking
in Nigeria cyberspace. Qualitative research supports the “purposive”
selection of key informants in the field who can assist in identifying
information-rich cases.13 With qualitative research interviews, the study
focused on key players on how Nigerian government manages the
terrorists networking and propaganda in cyberspace. The study examined
experts’ selection strategy and perceptions about the effectiveness and
practicality of cybersecurity technologies. There were collections of
multiple forms of data in a natural setting through semi structured indepth face-to-face interviews. In addition, I established a protocol for
recording this information. Rubin and Rubin posited that the qualitative
interview is appropriate when the study purports to answer “how” and
“why” questions.14 Hence, the study gathered the needed data through a
qualitative interview through which it assessed the effectiveness of
cybersecurity technology from the professional experiences and
perspectives of experts: which included law enforcement agents,
intelligence personnel, cybersecurity experts, government officials, and
private security administrators. Moreover, a qualitative method allows the
researcher to view issues through a variety of lenses, which allow for
multiple phases of any phenomena to be exposed and understood. Data
were organized by research questions. This organization was done by
sorting the data collected from document analysis and the in-depth
interviews into an articulated format to infer causal links and connection
of findings.

Understanding Cyberterrorism
The term cyberterrorism is a compound of the words cyberspace and
terrorism.15 Cyberterrorism refers to a computer-aided terror act.
77
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Cyberterrorism is a politically motivated attack that generates fear or
harm. It should result in violence or threat of violence against persons or
properties. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) describes
cyberterrorism as any criminal activities perpetrated with the aid of
computer systems and telecommunication networks with the intention of
provoking violence, including destruction and disruption of services.
Hence, the terrorists’ agenda is to create excessive fear because of
confusion and dilemma within a given group or community, with the goal
of coercing a government or population to conform to their political,
social, or ideological demand.16 The Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) stated that terrorism is:
. . . [An] activity that involves an act that: is dangerous to human
life or potentially destructive of critical infrastructure or key
resources; and . . . must also appear to be intended to (i) intimidate
or coerce a civilian population; (ii) influence the policy of a
government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) affect the conduct
of a government by mass destruction, assassination, or
kidnapping.17
Robert Murril posited that the term could be misleading, and the response
could be based on who is defining it.18 “Cyberterrorism” means various
things to different people, depending on the actors, which may result in
different responses. Cyber terrorists are cyber actors or groups with a
direct or indirect association with a formally recognized terrorist group.
They often use a threat of violence to instill fear in general populations or
victims in order for the targets to comply with their demands or ideology.
This set of action in cyberspace falls within the definition of
cyberterrorism and will result in counterterrorism responses.
Transnational terrorists use online tactics like “cyber-mobilization,” and
computer malware as economic weapons.19 Terror groups around the
world, including Boko Haram in Nigeria, use technology to spread violent
ideology and recruit members. Early research asserted that the use of the
Internet to communicate, coordinate events and actions does not
necessarily constitute cyberterrorism.20 Eliot Che points out that
cyberterrorism is hard to define—just like terrorism; however, a cyber
78
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hacktivist is different from a terrorist who uses technology to propagate
radical ideology, hate, and violence.21
Nevertheless, Al Mazari et al. developed cyberterrorism taxonomies to
include cyber-attacks against social and national identity.22 Their study
observed a number of acts that were deemed cyberterrorism. These
included the defacement of government and organization websites, the
spread of false rumors, violence, hate messages, and misrepresentation
against a social target and entities, using social media technologies.
Meanwhile, the literature often uses the term cyberterrorism to describe
terrorists’ online activities, including communication and spread of
propaganda.23 Moreover, Martin and Weinberg bridged the gap between
academic thought on the areas of terrorism and mass political violence,
taking time to explore and develop accepted definitions of many terms in
the field.24 The study suggests that terrorist organizations engage in cybermobilization and the use of computer malware as economic weapons. The
study proposes that the method to stop cyberterrorists should encompass
non-state and non-military actors and the need in which academic thought
and theory can catch up to the realities of modern-day warfare.
However, Goodman Seymour suggested that the concerns should be about
what terrorist organizations will most likely do in cyberspace, which is to
support their activities and infrastructure, and one of those activities is
propaganda.25 Terrorist organizations use cyberspace for several things,
including the spread of their ideology, promotion of violence,
indoctrination of adherents, recruitment of members, perpetration of
crimes, and misrepresentation to cause fear and panic.26
Benson David has a different theme as the study argues that as terrorists
have increased their use of the Internet, state security organs have far
outpaced them, leading to a much less dramatic rise in cyberterrorism
than is currently thought. The study suggests that a significant amount of
terrorist activity is fundamentally a local endeavor and that local
initiatives do not benefit from better access to transnational
communications devices. As for transnational terrorism, such non-local or
non-regional initiatives inherently draw support from a non-local base,
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and could therefore better benefit from a transnational support system
buoyed by a transnational (and often anonymous) communications
system.27 It has been consistently assumed in the standard literature that
the Internet facilitates transnational terrorism—in particular with the
influence of anonymity, abundance of information, and the inexpensive
nature of online communications.
Minei and Matusitz share similar thoughts and have discovered that such
communications networks and social media allow groups to form, and the
spread of vital information tolerates individuals (lone wolves) who are
influenced by the terrorist messages to take action and attack their
homeland.28 Meanwhile, researchers agreed and aligned with the previous
sentiment that cyberterrorism remains a communicative process because
both intentional and clandestine communications between cyberterrorists
and their targets occur through different modes of propaganda.29 For
instance, ISIS supporters used social media to call on their fellow
terrorists to poison food in grocery stores across Europe and the United
States of America.30 The group posted the graphic message through the
encrypted messaging application Telegram, a platform favored by cyber
jihadists to disseminate information to members while maintaining
secrecy and privacy.
Benson suggests that in the same way, governments can also disseminate
information in support of their interests.31 Anonymity, thought to be a
benefit to terrorists, can also serve to mask surveillance efforts and
facilitate counter-surveillance. This study suggests that Internet
anonymity is incorrectly assumed and that state-based organizations have
ample resources to push through this assumed anonymity; monitor
groups, and set up sting operations to catch users. Furthermore, the
increased information available to terrorists may not be accurate, may lack
filters, and may lead to an inability to make clear decisions. The research
posits that just because a person has access to cookbooks does not make
them a master chef able to put a gourmet dinner on the table. In the same
way, access to terroristic information does not make a person a terrorist or
bring destructive acts to the national stage. Benson asserted that Al Qaeda
was dangerous and more powerful before the Internet. The study suggests
that homegrown terrorism and an analysis of Al Qaeda in pre- and post80
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Internet periods gave a clear idea of how terrorists might use cyberspace to
their advantage as additional weapons.32 The study determines that the
Internet is a tool for civilization rather than chaos, and extends that idea to
various local situations in Africa in which access to cyber resources did not
coincide with an increase in terrorist actions.

Terrorist Propaganda
One of the essential terror instruments is media propaganda; there is no
doubt that any terrorist operation without the media has limited effects on
the targeted audience. The invention of social media technology, which
enables terrorists to bypass middlemen before reaching their audience, is
an added advantage for such groups. One significant objective of terror
groups is to get maximum publicity for their terrorist activities. Instead,
the devastating effect would be restricted to the immediate victims of their
dastardly deeds. In the Global Terror Threat and Counterterrorism
Challenges Facing the Next Administration, Hoffman Bruce argues that
terrorism and media are joined together in an intrinsically symbiotic
relationship, each feeding off, and utilizing the other for its purposes.33The
terrorist always wants to communicate the revolutionary or divine
messages to a broad audience, and the group has recognized the potential
of new mass communication technology.
The Internet and the media technology through social media platforms has
been a useful tool for terrorist organizations. The power of images blended
with text can cause panic and influence public opinion on major issues.
Pictures of violence have a reasonable influence on the public and the
policy maker and thereby affect both domestic and foreign policies. ISIS
remains the most potent terrorist organization in modern history,
possessing sophisticated cyber capability. ISIS recruits young jihadists
using over 21 languages over the Internet. The group is using YouTube
videos, memes, tweets and other social media postings and flooding
cyberspace for their sympathizers to retweet, like, or endorse their
materials to recruit members into their folds.34 In addition, Jack Moore
uncovered that ISIS collaborated with other terrorist groups like Boko
Haram to spread its messages and provided cyber and media training to
them.35 Through this partnership, Boko Haram was exposed to and
81
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subsequently developed new tactics, and was provided with symbiotic
relationships with other groups through which the Boko Haram message
could be propagated. The mutual relationship between the two groups
granted Boko Haram unfettered access to Al Qaeda’s Al-Andalus media
arm, which assists in the area of the propaganda campaign.
In the present media age, terror organizations have discovered social
media technology as an extra and vital weapon in the sustenance of their
struggle. In the past, particularly during the Cold War era, terrorist
organizations could only depend on three primary communication
techniques: secret rebel radio stations, clandestine publications such as
posters and handbills, and traditional public media agencies, including
state-owned mass media. However, the new media age has afforded terror
organizations further opportunities to control their self-media propaganda
machines.
Bruce Hoffman proposed counterterrorism measures such as denial of the
enemy, cyber sanctuary, and the elimination of terrorist resources that
enable the group to conduct cyber mobilization and recruitment.36
Moreover, the creation of a secure environment, including comprehensive
and integrated information operation (IO) are critical factors to consider
for counterterrorism operations.

Terrorists’ use of Social Media Technology
It appears that terrorists are shifting to cyberspace with every device
becoming a battleground with the aid of social media technology. Research
suggests that social media technology is the major tool used by terror
organizations to recruit new members and spread their propaganda.37 In
today’s world, social media outlets have become part of daily life with
terrorists using these media to send messages of fear. The ways in which
terrorists disseminate information to spread hate and violent religious
messages to radicalize young people have assumed new dimensions in the
last 10 years. Experts have pointed out that Twitter was the most popular
platform among terrorist organizations. The British Jihadis working for
ISIS in Syria threaten the United States of America, using Twitter.38 The
attack on July 26, 2016 in France, where terrorists took nuns and
82
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worshipers hostage and slit the throat of an 85-year-old priest, is a point of
reference. The investigation established the fact that the two attackers
involved were directed and stimulated by ISIS propagandist Rachid
Kassim through an encrypted chat room on the digital application
Telegram.39 Social media has fueled the recent upsurge of lone wolf
terrorism around the world.40
The ISIS has a significant influence on most of the terrorist organizations
operating from Africa, including the notorious Boko Haram (Jamā’a Ahl
al-sunnah li-da’wa wa al-jihād), a Sunni group preaching religious
extremism and Jihad in Nigeria. The group renamed itself as “Islamic
State’s West Africa Province” (ISWAP) in April 2015. The ISIS has taken
over the propaganda function of Boko Haram against the Nigerian State,
using advanced technology such as encrypted media such as Telegram to
pass messages among members about clandestine operations. The group is
using social media to recruit members and raise money for its activities,
including the spread of violent ideologies.41 The organization uses
YouTube to broadcast its activities as a way of threatening people with
messages of fear to force the Nigerian government to concede to its
demands. For instance, Boko Haram used YouTube to announce the
abduction of more than 276 schoolgirls in 2014. The group usually uses
YouTube videos to distribute jihadist sermons in northern Nigeria, calling
people to deny girls modern education because women are slaves
according to their ideology.42How terrorists use social media to perpetrate
its agenda points to the future. Lohrmann found that ISIS has been using
the Internet successfully to recruit new fighters through new media
technology such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Telegram.43 The
study suggests that social media technology is the central tool to spread
hateful and violent messages. Attention-seeking terrorists have been using
social media in new ways to reach out to mass audiences with their
message.
Moreover, electronic jihad via strategic messaging and communication has
become the manifestation of modern-day terror with the use of online
media technologies to disseminate sophisticated multidimensional
information. Liang discovered that the application of social media
technology such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Telegram, and
83
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Chatroom facilitated communication and coordination at a global level
outside of the control of governments.44 The increased connectivity
created challenges that traditional law and international agreements could
not easily resolve. Researchers have argued that the Internet frontline
needs a proactive defense because censorship and the removal of terrorist
content are reactive and not effective.
Furthermore, in a research paper presented by former FBI Director of
Intelligence and Counterintelligence at the13th Annual Conference of the
International Association for Intelligence Education, the study examined
why terrorists choose social media platforms. The research found that
terrorists prefer this dynamic because it is hard to stop the spread of
online misinformation.45
In addition, a report titled “The evolution of terrorist propaganda: The
Paris attack and social media” by the U.S. House Committee on Foreign
Affairs’ Subcommittee on Terrorism, Nonproliferation and Trade
questioned why social media companies would allow terrorist content on
their platforms. The report found that Twitter remains the favorite and
most widely used platform by terror organizations while Facebook has
become the terrorist favorite platform to share photos on message
boards.46 The report claimed that among social media companies, Twitter
is far worse than the rest with regard to acting proactively to track and
remove terrorist content. The committee’s report discovered that the ISIS
is using new technology to escape detection and the eventual removal of its
content when posted on YouTube. The ISIS uses a service known as
“Vimeo” to post graphic violence. YouTube tried but did not succeed in
removing them all. Among the counter radicalization strategies, that the
White House published in 2011 was the commitment to devise means to
deal with the new threat, including the use of intelligence led strategy,
which consists of right resources, tools, and process to defend against
cyberterrorism.47 What is not known is how the technology will be
deployed and how effective it will be. Meanwhile, a coalition of top
technology companies in the United States is making efforts to curb
terrorists’ use of social media technology with the use of Artificial
Intelligence (AI). Korolov explained that AI-based security applications
can read and understand security — they can analyze every incident,
84
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identify causes, methods, and trends, and predict the next pattern even
before it happens.48 For instance, IBM developed Watson, which has been
taught to read vast quantities of information online.49 Watson provides
smart data analysis and visualization services, which makes it easy to
detect patterns. It has an inbuilt capability that enables the user to interact
with data in a conversation with a response the user can easily understand.
In some countries of Global North, the Law Enforcement and intelligence
agencies are using AI and machine learning to detect and respond to
different kinds of cyber threats, including cyberterrorism. There are
different kinds of cybersecurity tools available, but the user or
organizations must know how to apply them and integrate them into the
broader cybersecurity strategy. Isaac found that there is an ongoing
project to create a shared digital database which includes “fingerprinting”
or patterns of all suspicious terrorist content that raise red flags.50 This
inter-company collaboration will ensure that content that has been flagged
on Twitter will not appear on Facebook or another social media platform.
Another aspect that creates challenges is the capability of cyberterrorists
to remain elusive while perpetrating their act. Schultz argues that the
ability to operate undetected while using online tactics makes terror
groups real beneficiaries of cyberspace technology.51 Terrorist enjoys the
anonymity the cyberspace provides them. Stealth is the most significant
advantage of the Internet. Kaplan pointed out that terrorists swim in the
ocean of bits and bytes, which make it difficult to identify the real culprits
or bad actors.52 The secure means of communication through encryption
tools, steganography, dead dropping (transmitting information through
saved draft emails in an online email account, to anyone with the
password) makes them elusive. The study suggests that the utilization of
social media outlets gives terror organizations a global reach, and enables
them to mobilize new members and instill loyalty among their followers
through constant and clear communication. Terrorists have embraced
cybertechnology, which empowers them to decentralize their activities and
makes it hard to target them through conventional military capability.
Current efforts to diminish online terrorist operations, including the
spread of messages of violence are inadequate. The study suggests that
there is a need for an innovative strategy to deal with online threats from
cyberterrorists. There is no doubt that terrorists are susceptible to
85
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deception and failure in cyberspace just like the same protection that the
cyber technology offers the group.53
In Schultz’s study, it recommended false-flag operations (FFO) as one
option to tackle terrorists’ online activities. FFO is a military deception
method originated from naval warfare. The researcher found that FFO
could be used to compromise terrorist narratives on social media
platforms so that extremist groups will grow to distrust their websites
because their ideological messages will be altered to deviate from their
approved narratives. What is unknown is how effective FFO could be in
mitigating this risk.

Terrorists and Cybercrime
There is a thin line between cybercrime and cyberterrorism as terrorists
engage in both activities. Terrorists uses cyberspace to coordinate terrorist
activities, which is regarded as cyberterrorism. Terror organizations
manipulate the public, spread messages of hate and violence, and recruit
members in cyberspace with the aid of social media technologies in
furtherance of their agenda. They also inspire individual “lone wolves” to
commit acts of terror against their homeland on their volition. In addition,
terror organizations engage in cybercrime such as identity theft, hacking,
extortion, phishing, and money laundry to fund their terrorist operations.
Acts of violence against computer networks and the use of the social media
technology to perpetrate violence can be regarded as cybercrime. It is
important to make the distinction that not all cybercrimes are terrorist
crime. It depends on the factors and the intention of the threat actors,
which may fall within the definition of cybercrime or cyberterrorism. Holt
corroborated several research arguments that there is no single accepted
definition for both cyberterrorism and cybercrime. Holt’s study pointed to
a framework with four distinct categories of cybercrimes, which are cyberpass, breaches of computer networks and system boundaries, cyber
deception, and cyber violence.54 The study found that the problem with
defining cyberterrorism lies in distinguishing these acts from cybercrimes.
Hence, the interconnectivity enabled by the Internet empowered the
attackers to target their audience to create emotional harm or commit
crime through identity theft, illegal gambling, money laundering, hacking
86
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and cyber exploitation, and the distribution of child pornography.
Terrorists are known to engage in the act of expropriation by robbing
public institutions like banks, offices, businesses, and citizens to finance
terror activities either through physical or virtual means.
Adomi and Igun described cybercrime is an illegal act, which is carried out
with the use of computers and computer networks. It involves the
interruption of network traffic, denial of services, the creation, and
distribution of malware, extortion, impersonation, and the distribution of
child pornography.55 There is a thin line between cybercrime and
cyberterrorism, which causes the media and researchers to use both terms
interchangeably in many instances. Researchers distinguish the two based
on actors, motives, and targets. Cybercriminals launch attacks for personal
financial gain while cyberterrorists are driven by motives such as political
change, ideology, religion, vengeance, or social change.
A cyberterrorist is an actor who launches attacks to intimidate a
government or a public in order to advance ideological, political or social,
religious objectives. Terror organizations use cyberspace, especially social
media technology to prepare, participate in, and coordinate terrorist
agendas. Sageman argued that modern-day jihadists are self-recruited
with the support of the Internet where they are able to locate their
comrades on the cyber web.56 For instance, many of ISIS’ foreign fighters
were recruited through social media platforms.57 In Nigeria, Boko Haram
gained unauthorized access to the Nigeria Secret Police, popularly known
as State Security Services (SSS) to obtain vital identities of government
officials to target them for terror attacks.58
Although terrorists tend to engage in cybercrimes like identify theft, online
fraud, phishing scams, and cyber extortion to raise money to support their
operations, cybercriminals differ in that they do not participate in those
activities to promote ideological, religious or social change. While
cyberterrorists are driven by political or ideological agendas, hacktivists
mission are to draw attention for ideological cause or to express opinion
though cyber protest or activist agenda. Cybercrime is a crime of
opportunity where an individual seeks to gain personal benefit from the
proceeds of crimes. Cyberterrorists are disciplined, trained, and
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committed actors who are motivated by ideology, religion, or political
agendas. In addition, nation state can engage in cyberterrorism against
another nation through information operation or can participate in
cybercrime to steal proprietary information or trade secret from another
country.
Terrorist organizations are most likely to use cyber weapons than nationstate actors. The most obvious way that the terrorists have been using
cyber technology is for communication and planning. The group discusses
in the open, using social media platform and coordinates their secure
conversation with the encryption technology. Fink, Pagliery, and Segall
pointed out that this method of secretive communication, which is known
as “going dark,” remains one of the significant challenges facing
intelligence community, police, and counterterrorism officials all over the
world now.59
Moreover, one of the most apparent differences between cybercriminals
and cyberterrorists is their motives. The primary goal of cybercriminals is
to commit a crime of opportunity and stay hidden to enjoy the proceeds of
their exploits. Terrorists want to spread messages of hate and want their
content to go viral to create fear and uncertainty.
Table 1. Difference between Cyberterrorists and Cybercriminals
Terrorists (Motives and methods)
Criminals (motives and methods)
Ideology, religion political
Financial or personal gain
Psychological warfare
Data mining: identify theft, credit
card scam
Publicity, propaganda, and
Espionage or competitive
information sharing
advantage
Recruitment and
Fun, curiosity, or pride
training/networking
Fundraising, money laundering
Grudge or personal offense
Data mining
Money laundering, fraud
Planning and coordination
Source: Compiled by author.
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Findings and Discussion
Key findings of this study are as follows: that technology is useful in
fighting the expansion and coordination of terrorism in cyberspace when
properly integrated with other strategies. There has been little progress in
countering the threat presented by terrorists’ propaganda in Nigerian
cyberspace; a need exists to train and produce more experts with the
requisite technical skills to dismantle terrorists’ websites and counter their
messaging on social media platforms; and the government’s counternarrative efforts on social media are ineffective. Cybersecurity
technologies are useful and cost-effective tools to combat terrorist
propagandas and networking in cyberspace. New artificial intelligence and
machine learning tools enable prominent social media organizations to
take down terrorist content faster than human moderators do. Nigeria
constitution guarantees no protection for people spreading violence and
hate speech in cyberspace. Law enforcement and intelligence agencies
have inherent powers to listen to citizens’ communications, break
offenders’ privacy, and collect evidence that can stop potential terrorist
acts. The government of Nigeria is coordinating with the United States and
other western allies in the areas of training and technology transfer.
It is known that terrorist organizations are using online tactics to spread
fear, panic, and present situations of uncertainty to the public. Social
media is an efficient and convenient tool for terrorist groups because it has
the capability of spreading short messages with blends of image, voice, and
text. Every device such as laptop computers, desktop computers, mobile
phones, and digital watches have Internet access capability and network to
reinforce ideological beliefs and spin messages. Young people have been
encouraged via social media to take terrorist action against their
homelands. Several examples of the last few years indicate that ISIS
mobilized young people via social media to travel and join jihadists in the
war in Syria. Most fatawi issues by terrorist leaders are communicated to
the public via social media.
In addition, it is known that measures to counter online terror tactics
remain inadequate and there is a need for a strategic solution to combat
extremist narratives in cyberspace we know from the literature review that
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the cyberterrorists motivation is to instill fear so that targets will comply
with their demands and ideology. The terrorist organizations are currently
using cyber technologies to advance their programs such as recruiting,
inciting, training, planning, and financial gain. There is a growing fear that
terrorists can quickly acquire destructive capabilities. It is a known fact
that the Internet provides unique opportunities to commit a crime and the
terrorist organizations are using the opportunity to engage in information
operation to terrorize the public with the message of fear, violence, and
radical ideology. It is also known that the internet has become a routine
activity in everyday life, which creates an opportunity for the
cyberterrorists to target their victims with their messages. It is established
from various studies that lack of guardianship both technical and
legislative instruments may be part of the reasons for the rise in terrorist
organizations uses of the social media to generate violent ideology and
spread propaganda.
What is not known, however, is how security experts and security
administrators make their selection of cybersecurity technologies that best
fit the status of technical guardianship in the cyberspace. Also, their
perception of effectiveness and practicability in term of the kind of
technology that has been most useful to stop terrorist networking in
cyberspace. Routine Activity Theory may provide insights on how
cyberspace can be best protected by excluding one of the three elements
from the equation. Terrorists and cybercriminals are currently using social
media technology to their advantage. Hence, there is a need to devise an
adequate strategy that removes the protection that cyberspace offers to
cyberterrorists.
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Table 2. Names Provided by Interviewees of Selected Terrorist
Organizations and Separatist Movements Known to Be Active in
Nigerian Cyberspace
Organizations
Categories
Modus (Website/Social media
Boko Haram
Terrorist
Uses YouTube, Twitter, and
organization
Facebook and has an official web
page in the form of a blog12 through
which it publishes its propaganda
and recruits members.
http://www.usufislamicbrothers.
blogspot.com
Indigenous
Nigeria
Active on the social media for
People of Biafra
government
recruitment, fundraising, and
(IPOB)
designated
incitement. The group has official
IPOB a terrorist website: www.ipob.org
organization on
September 20,
2017
Islamic State
Terrorist
Social media platform.
West Africa and
groups; both
www.youtube.com
the Movement
offshoots of
for Unity & Jihad ISIS and Alin West Africa
Qaeda in the
Islamic
Maghreb
Movement for
Separatist
Active on social media:
Actualization of
movement
https://www.facebook.com/Massobthe Sovereign
170125269761711/. Website:
State of Biafra
http://massob.biafranet.com/
Movement for
Separatist
Social media platform.
the
movement
www.youtube.com
Emancipation of
the Niger Delta
Source: Compiled by author.
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Figure 2. Cyber activities of Nigerian Terrorists Identified by
Interviewees.
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Crime
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Source: Author.

What Experts are Saying About Cybersecurity Technologies
The principal finding of this study is that measurement of the effectiveness
of particular tools may not provide a holistic view of their performance.
However, respondents explained that assessment of efficiency would be
the ability of the law enforcement and intelligence agencies to manage
both technology and human assets to achieve security goals. Experts
interviewed posited that there is no standalone technology; agencies must
develop skills, knowledge, and abilities needed leadership to make
technology effective. In addition, respondents explained that the
effectiveness of a given technology is measured based on cost and
proportionality, including whether or not the technology achieved the
expected security goal.

Practicality.
Participants interviewed argued that the application of cybersecurity
technologies is practical in Nigeria’s context where law enforcement and
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intelligence agencies have acquired new legal powers to use cyber
surveillance technologies to monitor potential terrorists’ communications.
Terrorist organizations use all sorts of Internet-enabled communication
technologies to expand their agenda. Experts interviewed spoke of “tools”
identified to be useful, such as communication surveillance technologies,
content monitoring tools, and listening devices such as frequency jammers
and interception technologies. Security experts refer to all these
equipment as “tools” or “technology.”
Varieties of technologies are available for cyber security, depending on the
technology used for terrorism activities. For instance, if it is known that
terrorists use a mobile phone to communicate, frequency jammer may be
appropriate. In addition, if the threat actors have posted offensive or
violent messages on social media or private websites, in most cases, the
choice is to work with the service providers to pull down the offensive
communication with the aid of interception technology. All the experts
agreed that content monitoring tools and installation of firewalls, coupled
with other offensive applications are preventive tools that have been
useful. The preventive techniques, which are synonymous with a
hardening of the targets, are part of the government’s strategy of passive
defense. Content monitoring applications are used to filter terrorist
messages before they reach the public. The Nigerian Communications
Commission, which is the regulator of the communications industry in
Nigeria, can mandate all the service providers to implement the security
measures that detect and discard terrorist communication before they
become public.
Computer-driven surveillance, such as voice and facial recognition with
interpretation software application are excellent examples of a dynamic
defense method. Technology-driven intelligence gathering approach is
practical and less intrusive than traditional forms of surveillance and
intervention. Security experts interviewed referred to surveillance
technology as “tools” or “assets.” They described an asset as any
equipment, person, facility, or information that has value and is controlled
by a government. Intelligence agencies such as the Department of State
Security Services, Nigeria Intelligence Agency, Directorate of Defense
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Intelligence, and the Office of the National Security Adviser coordinate
and deploy various assets to gather intelligence in cyberspace to support
counterterrorism operation. The importance of using intelligence tools is
to gain advance knowledge of terrorist activities and dismantle their plan
before an event occurs. In this context, the categories of surveillance
technology identified are a range of technologies such as listening devices.
In addition, it includes a frequency tracker, phone jamming tools, which
monitor mobile phone calls, and content monitoring tools, which include
emails and Internet activities.
Furthermore, identification and authentication technology can reveal who
used a computer or a phone to do what, including the location of the users.
The question of non-repudiation can further be resolved through a legal
process. In addition, the use of cryptographic technology for secured
communication among law enforcement agents and intelligence and key
stakeholders are the best options to avoid information leakages to
terrorists and other bad actors.
Overall, the experts viewed the Nigerian government as proactive about
ensuring that all mobile SIM cards in Nigeria are registered. All the mobile
phone companies operating in Nigeria are compelled to capture biometric
features of their customers. The service providers can tell who is doing
what with or using his/her mobile phone. In addition, they have to
cooperate with the law enforcement agencies by providing all the
information, such as call logs and information trails when necessary. For
instance, the Chinese government has initiated a similar partnership with
technology companies as a proactive measure. Kumar points out that
China enacted a National Security Law that gives police the authority to
partner with private technology companies to help them bypass encryption
or other security tools to access sensitive personal data such as users’
emails, text messages, pictures, and the encryption keys that protect
them.60 Giant technology companies like Apple are collaborating with the
Chinese government to provide help when needed. Although this approach
is raising significant privacy concerns among users and human right
activists, the benefits outweigh the risks if the government is determined
to combat terrorism in cyberspace. Meanwhile, law enforcement agents or
investigators require a warrant or court order to obtain such information.
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There are regulations and guidelines for obtaining citizens’ information to
avoid the abuse of such powers.
Experts support the notion that new media is a significant advantage to
Boko Haram in Nigeria because it helps them keep their activities going
while they remain elusive. The opportunity is out there already with the
increasing sophistication in communication technologies. It is not possible
for the authorities to deny bad actors access to internet infrastructures.
However, the authorities can use cybersecurity technologies to thwart
terrorists’ communication and expansion in cyberspace.
With the evolution of artificial intelligence, there will be no more havens
for terrorists operating in cyberspace. In fact, with artificial intelligence it
is possible for security administrators to identify perpetrators and even
block messages before they become public. In addition, the ability to trace
activities back to the offenders with modern digital forensic tools is an
added advantage. Meanwhile, all the participants pointed to lack of
expertise within the intelligence and law enforcement agencies to apply
the technologies effectively. Of course, while technology is good and
effective, the authorities lack the expertise to deploy them effectively.
As discussed earlier, one of the primary focuses of the Office of the
National Security Adviser is institutional capacity building that includes
facilities and human capacity. A need exist for the Nigerian government to
engage indigenous technology companies and encourage research that can
produce technologies that target adversaries based on the local threat
landscape. At present, there is an apparent lack of confidence in locally
made security solutions. The interpretation of these comments agreed
upon by all participants indicates that the authority relies more on foreign
experts and technologies.
However, participants agreed that cybersecurity technologies are not a
total panacea, but that the long-term strategy should be based on an
educational program, deepening democratic culture, alleviating poverty,
and expansion of opportunities for young people. The implication and
interpretation are that technology alone cannot be used to fight terrorism
and secure cyberspace. Their use must be comprehensive and
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accompanied by other social strategies, which include education and
awareness programs.
The security experts explained that the effectiveness of technologies is
measured based on its technical capability to achieve the security goals.
Cayford and Pieters point out that effectiveness is an impact that is
desirable and recognized as contributing towards sought-after security
goals.61 In addition, experts viewed the efficiency of cybersecurity
technologies from the point of cost-benefit analysis. The justification is
that the application of cybersecurity technologies is cheaper and easy to
deploy compared with using human assets to perform the same function.
Therefore, a risk assessment will enable a user to gauge the cost of security
measures against the threat landscape and apply the best method. It is
essential that the benefit of the outcome of the possible actions outweigh
the risk to make it useful. All the experts interviewed pointed to the fact
that technologies were helpful in the prevention and detection of several
online attacks, especially the blocking and removal of terrorist contents
before they reach mass audiences. They argue that the enormous spending
on building infrastructures and training to support the use of technologies
to combat cyberterrorism in Nigeria cyberspace is reasonable and the
outcome is desirable.
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Figure 3. Evaluating the Effectiveness of Cybersecurity
Technologies as Described by Security Experts.
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attacks
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Results

Decision Makers
informed

Source: Author.

Moreover, a key measure of the effectiveness of technologies arises from
the number of lives saved based on intelligence collected through those
tools to foil terrorists’ plans and recruitment agendas in cyberspace. In
addition, a drone was used successfully as one of the cyber technologies to
detect the location of the schoolgirls kidnapped by the terrorist group
inside the expansive Sambisa Forest of Nigeria. The Global
Counterterrorism Working Group (as cited in GCTF, 2017) states that it is
essential for the government to recognize the role of ICT and technology
companies as regards the availability and accessibility of terrorist content
online62. My study has confirmed that law enforcement and intelligence
agencies are helpless without the full cooperation of the technology
companies. In addition, the study confirms that weak leadership,
nepotism, corruption, and lack of technological expertise continue to
plague the agencies responsible for security in Nigeria. Political instability,
ethnic and religious influence, and inefficiency are compounding the
potential vulnerabilities to terrorism. Terrorist organizations in Nigeria
will recruit more “lone wolf” attackers, including suicide bombers in
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cyberspace. Boko Haram and ISIS are frequently using encryption
technology to communicate unnoticed, including the dark web, and
cryptocurrencies to recruit new members and spread propaganda. Given
the level of increasing sophistication of cyber capabilities of young people
in Nigeria, it would be easy in future to acquire a capacity to make
weapons of mass destruction that can facilitate their operations, including
weapons to conduct physical attacks against targets. Given the level of
poverty, government repression, and lack of opportunities for young
people, the country is a fertile ground for terrorist recruitment. In future,
terrorists and armed groups in Nigeria will attack critical infrastructures,
including financial and aviation systems, using cyberspace. It is just a
matter of when it will happen, hence the need for adequate response.
The findings revealed that the integration of technology in
counterterrorism strategy creates a new opportunity to develop new
technologies and technical skills. Emerging technologies such as artificial
intelligence and machine learning algorithm are pointers to the future
possibilities of combating enemies in the cyberspace. Technologies remain
viable instruments to subdue terrorists’ influence in cyberspace. The
technological approach is a top priority for law enforcement and
intelligence communities. The study findings provide insights into the
application of a combination of strategies in support of technology to
secure Nigerian cyberspace. Nigeria’s national policy on cybersecurity is a
guiding document for intelligence organizations, law enforcement
agencies, and other security apparatuses in Nigeria.
In addition, the findings revealed that the effectiveness of technologies is
measured based on its technical capability to achieve the security goals.
Experts clarified that technologies are selected based on risks and must be
combined with other strategies to make a good result. Content monitoring
tools, firewalls, and identification and authentication tools that guarantee
non-repudiation and other technology-driven intelligence gathering tools
have been useful. A combination of surveillance and interception
technologies are considered effective based on the numbers of attacks
thwarted by the Nigerian Secret Police. Findings on the practicality of the
application of the technologies reveal that law enforcement and
intelligence agencies have acquired new legal powers to use cyber
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surveillance technologies to monitor potential terrorists’ communications.
Therefore, the use of technology is feasible in all situations as it is known
to be less intrusive and regulated by law against abuse. Based on the
findings above, I present some recommendations below with a focus on
how to advance the efforts to mitigate the expansion and organization of
terrorism in cyberspace.

Recommendations
Research and analysis enable academia to provide innovative thinking and
perspectives on threats. Therefore, academia plays a significant role in
counterterrorism. Given the strengths and limitations of this study, the
following recommendations are presented in two segments. The first part
focuses on recommendations to the government of Nigeria as related to
the findings, while the second section focuses on areas for future research.
Recommendations for Future Study
First, this research focused on the role of technology in mitigating the
expansion of terrorism in cyberspace. There is a need for further
quantitative research to measure the effectiveness of cybersecurity
technologies in Nigerian cyberspace.
Second, there is a need for research in the area of international law
enforcement cooperation on the use of technologies. Future research
should include analysis of jurisdictional problems regarding the
investigation of acts of terrorism in the West African region. Consideration
should be given to how law enforcement cooperation should be put into
practice. Future studies should focus on how international bodies, such as
Interpol, Europol, and other regional training centers facilitate
cooperation by examining the principles of those entities and how they
implement them.
Third, future research should focus on how terrorist organizations might
use ICT infrastructure for prospective attacks after being frustrated out of
online platforms. Fourth, given the Russian cyber-operation noticeable in
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the last US election, nation-state actors like Russia should replicate this
study with a focus on information operations.

Recommendations for the Nigerian Government
First, based on the assessment of Research Question, technology is
significant in fighting the expansion and organization of terrorism in
cyberspace. As part of a long-term strategy, the government of Nigeria
must work with the ministry of education in Nigeria to develop curricula to
groom future cyber experts. This step will create expertise and inspire
students to pursue the profession. Technology is a national security tool.
Hence, Nigeria’s cyber-capabilities must be established and well
documented.
Collaboration is essential in the fight against the organization and
expansion of terrorism in cyberspace. As recommended in the Country
Report 2016 released by the US Department of State, it is essential for
Nigeria’s government to strengthen its bilateral and multilateral
relationships.63Such ties will facilitate technology transfer and information
sharing among ally states and partners. Cooperation and training to
prepare for contingencies is the only proper way to guarantee results in the
event of a terrorist emergency.
In addition, there is a need to create a military cyber command or an
agency that will mirror the United State Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA). While a cyber command would safeguard
information security in the armed forces and across the entire
infrastructure of Nigeria, a similar agency to DARPA would focus on
developing emerging technologies for use by the military. The agency will
facilitate technological research, including capacity building to train
people and create varieties of software that will enable the government to
develop a centralized protection system shielding.
Public partnerships and industry alliances are critical for technology and
human development. Nigeria’s government should implement a series of
information security measures based on a public-private partnership
strategy in order to overcome the technological lag in its cybersecurity
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science. Further, it is essential to strengthen the criminal justice system
with a focus on prioritizing how to investigate and prosecute suspected
terrorism cases.
Finally, there is a need to commit to the rule of law. It is essential to
establish and maintain international standards of accountability.
Commitment to the rule of law is highly crucial in the war against
terrorism.

Conclusions
Emerging technologies play an essential role in countering the expansion
and organization of terrorism in cyberspace. The study’s findings suggest
that the application of technologies would be a solution to combat
cyberterrorism activities. Terrorist organizations have shifted the
battleground to cyberspace because it is a cheap alternative to
communicate and coordinate activities with a high level of anonymity.
Boko Haram and other terrorist groups operating from Nigeria have used
cyberspace to talk to the world, sending fearful content, incitement, and
violent messages.
The technological approach complemented with other strategies is the
future of the fight against the expansion of extremist ideology,
mobilization, coordination, and terrorist influence in cyberspace. For
instance, technologies such as artificial intelligence are crucial and will
have enormous impact and boost counterterrorism efforts. As such, the
role of cybersecurity technologies in tackling myriad cyber threats,
including terrorists’ activities in online platforms cannot be
overemphasized.
The findings reveal that technologies are useful for cyberspace patrol,
surveillance, intelligence gathering, and prevention. Technologies are
selected based on the risks and must be tailored towards deterrence,
detection, prevention, and response. The findings confirm that the issue of
civil liberty is better overcome when the technological strategy is
combined with other strategies, including regulation, law, and procedures.
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The study identified the importance of international cooperation and
proposed that the Nigerian government strengthen its bilateral and
multilateral cooperation. International collaboration will facilitate
technology transfer, training, funding assistance, and information sharing.
Nigeria should establish a standard in line with international laws while
dealing with the issue of terrorism.
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